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Some suppliers sell an un-certified dacron in the lighter weaves, such as 2.7 oz. and 1.8 oz ultralight style. Since

our Sonerais are not certificated factory builts, these fabrics can be used and will save you a couple dollars per yard

over the FAA-PMA approved fabrics. I have used certified coatings over un-certified fabrics, and have noticed no

ill-effects.

'Several' years ago, (1988), I experimented with Latex coatings on 1.7 oz. ultralight dacron on our 'Skylite' ultralight. Sherwin-Williams

flat black Latex house paint was purchased, and to it I added 1 qt. per gallon of 'flowtrol' latex additive, to keep the paint flowing while

it was being applied with a foam brush. Two coats were applied, then the fabric was lightly sanded with Scotch-Brite. Painting was

then done with an inexpensive synthetic tractor and implement enamel. The results were initially acceptable, but over 2 or 3 years the

Enamel became brittle and started to crack. I then found that if I painted the airplane with Latex color topcoats, by taking 1 gallon of

paint, adding 1 qt. of flowtrol, and 1 pint of distilled water, I could spray the mix on the fabric with my Binks #7 siphon gun, at 25 psi. I

did later jobs with DuPont Centari over latex, and used the DuPont flex additives, and got fairly good results, enough to win an

Oshkosh grand champion award...

No enamels, to my knowledge, will stay flexible forever, but Centari, and PPG 'Omni' will give years of servicibility.

I had a friend cover a small biplane with dacron years ago, and he used 'urethane varnish' to seal the fabric, and he used enamel over

that. It looked pretty good, but was heavy.

Rib stitching and taping.....Unless you are a purist and really want to spend a lot of extra time with stitching, the fabric on the tail

sirfaces of a Sonerai can be 'stitched' with large-headed 1/8" aluminum Pop-Rivets, after drilling #30 holes in the tail surface rib

flanges. Refer to Ac-4313 manual for accepted rib stitch spacing for the speed of your Sonerai. If you are building a Sonerai 1, and

intend to get involved in Supervee air racing someday, consider 1" spacing on your stitches.

Here's a cross sectional sketch of a Sonerai Fuselage, to show How I apply the fabric in

sequence. Step 1- I always start with the belly first, and pre-coat the lower longerons with

adhesive. (have the fuselage upside-down, on sawhorses). Lay the fabric down, and

clamp it around the lower longerons, most the way around the longeron, and apply

thinned glue thru the fabric, noting to pull and stretch any wrinkles out at this time. Draw a

lengthwise pencil line along the fabric on the inside of the Longeron to aide as a trim line.

Never use the razor blade against the actual structure, but peel away small amounts of

fabric and snip a straigt line as possible.

Step 2- Lightly shrink the fabric with your Iron set at low. Remember...calibrate the iron

beforehand for the temperatures you will need to use. Aircraft Spruce, and many of the

fabric suppliers sell a small thermometer for this purpose, with instructions as to the

correct temps. to shrink to. By shrinking the belly down a bit, you have a nice smooth

surface for the side fabric to overlap to.

Step 3- Turn the fuselage on its side, make a light pencil (NOT Marker) line down the

center of the headrest/turtledeck aluminum, lay the fabric over the side, and begin on the

headrest with a straight edge of fabric, at least 1" over the centerline. This area has been

pre-glued as well. Glue the edge down, and let dry for a good while. Then pull the fabric

down and glue to the lower longeron area, providing a min. of 1" overlap to the tangent

point of the longeron. Glue around the front vertical tubes, and the cutout at the tail, and

around the fin leading edge. After this has dried a good while, at least 3/4 hour, lightly

shrink, rotate the fuse, and repeat the process on the other side, noting to provide th top ,headrest overlap of 1", which means that the

fabric-to-fabric overlap is actually 2". Shrink it.

I use a 3" reiforcing tape to eventually cover this overlap, and at the lower longerons, but a 2" tape on the lower longerons would

probably work.

Once the fabric is final shrunk, the processes sealer coat can be applied (nitrate or poly-brush) then the stitching and taping over the

stitches and stringers can follow in short order. Iron out any bubbles and edges of the tapes that wont lay down, give a final coat of

sealer , then your job is ready for the Silver and final colors. At this time I melt,with a hot nail, small holes for drains at the trailing

edges of the tail surfaces, and apply any reinforced inspection panels or roundels as necessary.

Next Essay....Tips on painting and finishing details.
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If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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